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Introduction and notes
Why news?

At the start of the twenty-first century, newspaper readership worldwide is in slow but steady decline; there are 
70 24-hour TV news channels but falling audiences for terrestrial news programming; and those with access to 
technology can interact with increasingly diverse and partisan sources of news information and opinion online. 
During the two years of the research for this publication, in the UK alone:

• two broadsheet newspapers have been relaunched as compact formats, and another has reinvented 
itself as a Berliner

• three editors have resigned and an ex-broadsheet proprietor has been arrested for improper financial 
management

• the BBC lost a Director-General after arguments with the government over its news coverage

• Ofcom research revealed that only 53% of the TV news audience believes they can trust British 
television news to be accurate and impartial

• the impact of competition between news providers in all media has led to changing news values, 
the perception that there is less coverage of political stories, and a quantifiable increase in lifestyle, 
entertainment, crime and consumer stories. 

The news – how it’s defined, constructed, accessed, and understood – is in a state of flux and this is itself 
newsworthy. This pack considers a range of these developments, and provides students with resources, 
institutional contexts and approaches for analytic investigation of the news media, so they can research and 
challenge news stories, sources and values, and reflect on their own experiences as consumers of news. 

Doing News?
The pack’s title – Doing News – is deliberately chosen to emphasise a format and rationale based on the 
following assumptions (in no particular order).

• News is always constructed, and therefore inevitably ‘biased’. News stories do not offer a 
transparent ‘window on the world’ but highly mediated re-presentations of events from the particular 
editorial and technological perspectives of their producers. This pack assumes that the concept of 
‘balanced’ or value-free news coverage is illusory. It invites students to work out how and why values 
and viewpoints are constructed.

• News should be studied actively. Doing things with and to news – annotating and redrafting it, 
making or editing bits of it, predicting or researching it – is more engaging than simply reading about 
it. The units in the pack are thus framed as classroom exercises and approaches which can be re-
modelled and adapted to other news issues or stories and therefore ensure the pack’s longevity. 

• The study of news should be cross-media. Although exam specifications, from SATs upwards, 
tend to deal with newspapers, broadcast news and online sites as separate entities, the news media 
are a complex network of overlapping sources, practices and agendas. 

• News is not just about texts. The analysis of a single newspaper article is still a conventional 
yardstick for non-fiction reading and language work in English; but a news story in isolation is only 
half the picture. To fully deconstruct it, students need to understand its sources, its producers’ 
editorial values, its background history and any debates or issues it raises. This involves a range of 
contextual information, much of which may involve factual or statistical data closer to sociology or 
history than to literary or language study. 
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• News is always out of date. News is by definition contemporary; as journalist Yvonne Ridley says, 
today’s headline story is tomorrow’s fish-and-chips paper. We have assumed that teachers will want 
to work with topical events as they arise, and have thus suggested broad approaches that can be 
adapted to a range of other types of story. We have also selected ‘landmark’ case studies (e.g. 
9/11, the fall of Kabul), the significance of which is lasting and/or global, but whose interpretation 
may change over time. 

• All news media are worthy of study. The pack does not claim to provide an exhaustive or 
sequential news curriculum; areas such as radio news, feature-writing or other specialised aspects 
of print journalism are only minimally addressed due to space and copyright constraints, but are, of 
course, equally significant. 

• News is too important to leave only to Media Studies classrooms. Newspaper and TV news 
material is used in a variety of ways throughout the school curriculum; we believe an understanding 
of the processes behind it should be an entitlement for all pupils, not just those doing Media Studies. 
The units in this pack cover a number of issues related to the Programmes of Study for Citizenship, 
Sociology, PSHE and English, and we hope that they will suggest opportunities for cross-curricular 
collaboration and sharing. The grid on page 12 offers an indication of the range of media concepts, 
activities and outcomes offered in each case.

The structure of the pack
The 22 units in this pack represent a selective approach to some of the key issues and debates we believe 
young people should know and understand about the languages, production practices, institutional constraints 
and editorial values of news across a range of media, with a particular focus on the requirements of GCSE 
and AS/A2 Media Studies specifications. The units are not chronological and you may find it useful to use the 
annotated contents list on pages 3-6 to identify key areas (such as news values) which will help you map a route 
through the pack.

Although each unit draws on a range of key media concepts, the activities can be broadly grouped, as follows. 

• Units 1 to 6 focus on media language and reading skills across a range of texts, news formats 
and media. These units will be particularly useful as revision activities for the non-fiction and media 
reading elements of GCSE terminal papers; the first three could also be used at KS3. 

• Units 7 to 9 engage with aspects of newspaper audience and readership, the uses of 
circulation data, and the relationship between newspapers and advertising. These activities will be 
useful for Media Studies GCSE, and to students studying the Press and Audiences at AS or A2 Level. 

• Units 10 to 14 cover a range of approaches to news institutions and technologies, ranging 
from an historical overview of developments in the news media to issues around ownership, 
professional practice, and regulation. The historical and comparative material in this section should 
provide useful input for the OCR Media Studies GCSE terminal examination news topic, and AS 
Module 2732. The discussion resources on ownership, local news, news values and journalistic 
dilemmas will support all three A2 specifications, and raise a number of issues for Citizenship, 
Sociology and General Studies.

• Units 15 to 19 offer case studies exploring representation within the tabloid press, across print 
and TV coverage, and to global and international news events. The cross-media focus of these units 
is relevant to both GCSE and AS/A2 Level Media Studies, but might also be useful as models for 
media analysis and coursework for GCSE English.

• Units 20 to 22 address the process of news production, and include DVD footage of 
newsmakers at work in The Independent newsroom, and interviews with Simon Kelner, Jon Snow, and 
Yvonne Ridley. The interviews touch on many issues (newsworthiness, accountability, regulation, etc.) 
raised elsewhere in the pack, and will be particularly useful for A Level students. It’s worth noting that 
we repeatedly contacted all the main red-top and middle-market tabloid newspapers in our research, 
in the hope of providing a DVD case study of a tabloid newspaper at work to parallel that of The 
Independent but were politely shooed away.
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Using the units
Most of the units in the pack are self-contained and self-explanatory. For example, the second unit, ‘Reading 
newspaper stories’, is intended as concise and selective support for newspaper reading skills, with a particular 
focus on the visual aspects of design, layout and position on the page which are frequently neglected in close 
language study; the unit forms a self-contained revision course for use in preparation for the GCSE terminal non-
fiction and media reading papers, and its approaches should be familiar to most English teachers. 

A few units may require some additional contextualisation and brief guidance notes; these are detailed below. 

1. Newspaper card games (page 13)
This card-sorting activity is intended as an introductory diagnostic exercise to determine how much students 
already know and understand about individual newspapers. It could be used either as an introduction to 
newspaper study, or a revision starter for older students. You may wish to enlarge page 13 before photocopying 
for ease of access. Students will need one cut-up set of cards per group of four, which they can then organise 
in a variety of ways – by newspaper format, by individual paper, by readership, etc. This should reveal any 
confusions about terminology or political affiliation, and raise institutional issues new to some students, such as 
ownership or editorial focus. You might find it helpful to provide pupils with a copy of the somewhat crude chart 
on pages 16 and 17 as a source of answers, or as an aide-memoire for further activities in the pack. 

3. Picturing news (page 37)
This self-contained unit, which can be undertaken at any level from KS3 upwards, introduces the idea that news 
photographs are constructed texts which represent a point of view, require active reading, and can be read in 
a variety of ways. Initially students should work in groups of four, speculating on the provenance of a specific 
image, which they then re-interpret in the light of the photographer’s analysis and present back to the class. The 
remaining optional activities are outlined here.

• Discussion examples of the editorial decisions involved in news photography; these could be 
supported by giving each group a newspaper of their own from which to find examples. The DVD 
includes a ‘slideshow’ of Kevin Weaver’s images. Use your electronic whiteboard and ‘tools’ to 
annotate the images.

• Hands-on practice in the construction of meaning and point of view in a small-group practical 
photography task. This activity should take no more than one lesson.

• On DVD: the selection and editing of front page news photographs at The Independent.

• On DVD, BBC coverage of the role of mobile phone technology in the delivery of news pictures, and 
debates about the role of the citizen reporter.

8. Investigating readership (page 77)
This activity explores the various ways newspapers have addressed problems of declining readership, including 
marketing strategies such as TV advertising, promotions, and format changes. Note that the optional DVD 
sequences of TV advertising are exclusively historical (we were unable to obtain copyright permission to 
reproduce contemporary examples, perhaps in part because current TV newspaper campaigns are specifically 
focused on topical promotions); for this reason they would be particularly useful for the comparative and 
historical elements of Media Studies GCSE specifications, particularly OCR’s terminal paper on cross-media 
news or advertising. 

10. Changing news (page 103)
This primarily descriptive section aims to summarise for older students a ‘big picture’ outline of the most 
significant phases in the development of the news media. While students may not need to write extensively 
about this information in terminal examinations, we hope it will provide context for, and prompt discussion of, 
the issues of power, inclusion and representation which characterise recent technological developments. The 
unit will be used most effectively as homework reading; alternatively, for a more active approach, students could 
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research particular sections in small groups, following the roles suggested in the ‘News Nation – a TV debate’ 
simulation on page 119, and then present their findings in the context of the debate. The new technologies 
focus of this unit may also be of particular relevance to OCR AS Level Module 2032.

11. Who owns the news? (page 120)
Media teachers are often wary of this information-heavy and complex aspect of the news curriculum; and indeed 
there are limited ways of making it accessible for students, particularly as news ‘properties’ change hands 
relatively frequently. However, the vastly increased online availability of information about media corporations 
and their interests lends itself well to A Level research projects and presentations on the major news owners 
and their most recent acquisitions, while younger students really need only a broad familiarity with the general 
principles of ownership and vertical integration. Our solution to the ‘how to deliver institutional knowledge’ 
problem has been to present it visually, using charts, mapping activities, and opportunities to speculate on 
the implications of ownership. Where possible, it would be worth enlarging the graphics on pages 127-129 
on the photocopier before distributing. Please note that the point of the mapping exercise on page 121 is to 
demonstrate the complexity of institutional connections rather than to create a legible map (it is more likely to 
look like a spaghetti junction pile-up). An additional useful task would be to ask older students to research their 
own ‘crazy connections’-style scenarios to add to those in the ownership quiz on page 126. 

12. Regional and local papers (page 130)
In the case study ‘The story of a local news story’ on page 136, local journalist Olivia Richwald of the Northern 
Echo tracks the development of a human interest story from first tip-off to major national coverage. Her diary 
of the sequence of events, and some of the ensuing coverage is reproduced in full for close analysis. The 
account and accompanying exercises raise a number of interesting issues relevant to both GCSE and AS/A2 
specifications, including:

• naming and shaming – dilemmas about whether to name the runaway mum and her children

• professional practice – the importance of ‘breaking’ a story to a paper’s profile, competition between 
regional papers, the deployment of ‘press pack’ staff, regulation, etc.

• the take-up and editorialising of local stories by national news providers and magazines

• the representation of the central protagonist.

It’s worth noting that Darlington Social Services have currently imposed an injunction banning publication of the 
names of the family and children, who have recently been returned to local authority care.

13. Regulation – A Level activities (page 143)
Of particular relevance to the study of the press for AQA AS Med2 and OCR A2 ‘Media Debates and Issues’ 
paper, this unit focuses primarily on the controversial role of the Press Complaints Commission, and the 
ongoing public debate about privacy, which is extremely well-documented on Guardian Unlimited (media.
guardian.co.uk/medialaw/0,11614,644740,00.html and media.guardian.co.uk/pressprivacy/0,752
4,361772,00.html). However, ‘The ethics of the press’ section (page 149) raises a wider range of regulatory 
issues around censorship, chequebook journalism, the protection of sources and the role of the courts, 
which may also be useful in Citizenship or General Studies. It could also be used as a springboard for further 
independent research. 

15. Celebrity and the media (page 165)
This whole-class simulation ‘The celebrity game’ (page 172) could either be undertaken in an hour-long lesson 
or double period as a quick fire role-play to raise issues for A Level students, or extended over two or three 
lessons to result in a more measured and informed outcome at GCSE level. Before you start, it may be helpful 
to direct students to The Guardian and PCC websites (see above) for homework research on some high profile 
cases such as Naomi Campbell vs the Daily Mirror, or coverage of Kate Moss’s recent problems (2005). 
Alternative starting points might be a brief small-group trawl through a selection of celebrity magazines (Heat, 
OK, Hello, etc.) or extracts from TV programmes such as the BBC’s Tabloid Tales series. The simulation itself 
should draw on students’ creative abilities, and will generate strong opinions and purposeful talk – potentially a 
useful GCSE English Speaking and Listening assignment. 
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18. Reporting 9/11 (page 187)
Please view the DVD footage provided before deciding whether to use this unit. We have approached this case 
study very cautiously. We have included it on the grounds that:

• the attack on the World Trade Centre was a defining moment in early twenty-first century history

• 9/11 was a landmark in terms of global news coverage and hugely significant in terms of online news 

• it raises important ethical and regulatory issues about the extent, interpretation and representation of 
the coverage

• most students will have seen, but perhaps not analysed, the now iconic images of the event. Given 
the magnitude of the event and the amount of speculation and coverage it still generates, it seems 
important to offer a framework for discussion.

The unit addresses the logistics and editorial dilemmas of reporting a massive trauma, rather than its political 
implications. Thus we have avoided the highly distressing later coverage at Ground Zero, focusing instead on 
the first moment of impact, the ways in which breaking news footage was later recycled and editorialised, and 
the priorities for news teams in an ongoing emergency in the light of editorial guidelines. Further resources are 
provided as the basis for a more extended case study for A Level students (including UK newspaper front pages 
for 9/12 and the first anniversary of the event, blogs and weblinks). These could usefully be supplemented by 
comparison with extracts from one of the many documentaries prompted by the event such as Fahrenheit 9/11 
or the drama-doc The Hamburg Cell.

21. The Indy and Channel 4 News– using the DVD extracts (page 215)
These DVD clips, covering two news institutions’ approaches to a single day’s news stories, will be most useful 
for A Level students, although the short extracts from The Independent newsroom team may be useful at GCSE 
level to illustrate decision-making processes and editorial dilemmas. Note that:

• no tabloid newspaper was prepared to invite us in to film (a useful issue to raise with students?) 

• The Indy footage was acquired just two weeks before its compact version was launched, so the front 
page decisions do not reflect current practice at The Independent

• to some extent the footage confirms the conventional wisdom that newspaper news is the province 
of middle-class, middle-aged men in suits – another issue for class discussion

• the interviews with Simon Kelner and Jon Snow raise a range of issues addressed elsewhere in the 
pack – particularly around news values, ownership and editorial policy, regulatory issues, and the 
relationship with audiences, and could be used either as soundbites in the context of other activities, 
or synoptically towards the end of a scheme of work on news

• transcripts of the full interviews are available on the English and Media Centre website, and have 
already been published in edited form in MediaMagazine (Simon Kelner in issue 6 and Jon Snow in 
issue 7).

22. Yvonne Ridley – an interview (page 219)
This extract refers specifically to Ridley’s experiences as an undercover journalist taken hostage in Afghanistan. 
It is part of a longer interview (available on the website and previously serialised in MediaMagazine issues 11 
and 12) which describes her work on tabloid sleaze stories, as a Royal reporter, and later as a humanitarian 
online journalist, and tackles issues such as institutional racism, the status of women journalists, and the 
differences between writing online and for print. 

Doing News at a glance
The grid overleaf summarises the main concepts, approaches and outcomes of each unit. In addition the 
following units may be particularly helpful for specific Media Studies examination modules: Units 5, 17, 18 and 
21: OCR’s GCSE Cross-Media paper; Units 7 to 14: AQA Med 2 British Newspapers topic, WJEC’s Units 2 and 5 
and OCR’s 2735 paper; Units 10 to 12: OCR’s 2732; Unit 15 a starting point for OCR 2731. 
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1. Newspaper card games

Read mainly 
by middle-
class people

Daily Mail Right-wing
Sells 1-3 
million 
copies a day

Financial 
Times

Costs 60p or 
more

Has a strong 
female 
readership

Read mainly 
by working-
class people

1-3 front 
cover 
stories

Red top 
tabloid

Focuses on 
celebrity and 
entertain-
ment

The 
Independent

Neutral 
political 
views – or 
tries to have

The first 
broadsheet 
to go 
compact

Daily 
Express

Slogan: 
Britain’s 
brightest 
daily

Read 
mainly by 
professional 
people

Strongly 
patriotic

The Times
Broadsheet/
compact

Very pro-
Europe

The Sun
Neutral on 
Europe

The 
Guardian

Left-wing

Currently 
supports 
the Labour 
Party

Read by 
youngish 
middle-
class people

Focuses on 
hard news

Liberal/left 
leaning

Sells 
500,000 - 1 
million per 
day

The sister of 
the London 
Evening 
Standard

First 
published 
after 1950

Middle-
market 
tabloid

Daily Star
Costs 35p or 
less

Focuses on 
home news 
affecting 
families

Focuses on 
financial 
news

Daily 
Telegraph

Daily Mirror
Very anti-
Europe

Used to be 
published in 
Manchester

Read mainly 
by young 
people

Costs 
between 
35p-60p

Sells under 
500,000 per 
day

Owned 
by Rupert 
Murdoch

First 
published 
before 1900

Read 
particularly 
by commuters

Usually 3-5 
front page 
stories

Metro
Supports the 
Conservative 
party

Focuses on 
campaigns 
and issues

Sells over 
3 million 
copies per 
day

✂

✂

✂

✂

✂

✂

✂

✂
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Newspaper card games – instructions
Have a go at one or more of the following card games and find out how much you already know about 
national newspapers.

Types of newspaper
The three tinted cards represent types or formats of national newspapers in the UK. 

■ Use them as your categories, and sort as many of the rest of the cards as you can under these 
three headings. Some of the cards may fit into more than one category – and others into none – yet! 
We’ve left two cards blank in case you need to use a card more than once.

■ When you’ve finished, use the cards to complete one of the following paragraph starters (your 
teacher will tell you which):

A red-top tabloid is...

A middle-market tabloid is...

A broadsheet/compact newspaper is...

See the Glossary on pages 222-223 for some definitions to start you off – but add as much extra 
information as you can.

Newspaper spiders
■ This time, take one of the newspaper titles on the black background (your teacher will tell you which)  

as your own ‘specialist’ topic. Use your title as the central spider-body of a spidergram. Around the 
title, arrange any different cards which you think appply to your news spider – like this:

    

1. Newspaper card games

The Sun

Costs 35p or less
Read mainly by  
young people

Strongly patriotic
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■ You may already know quite a lot about your specialist newspaper topic. 

– In pencil, add as much extra information about it as you can. Aim for at least three extra facts as 
extra legs for your spider.

– In a colour, add your group’s personal views about the newspaper – why you like it, dislike it, 
would or would not read it, and so on. 

– As a group, use your spider to write a paragraph summarising everything you know about your 
newspaper. Start with:

The Sun (or Daily Mail, The Times, Metro, etc.) is a newspaper which... 

■ Check what you have written with our ‘Extremely rough guide to British newspapers’ on pages  
16-17. If you need to, change any parts of your spider to include new information from the chart.

■ Finally, give a detailed presentation on your completed newspaper spider to the class.

Newspaper identities
■ Look at the snippets of the mastheads of some of the newspapers you have discussed. See if you 

can work out which snippet comes from which newspaper, and label each bit with its correct title. 

■ Talk about what the style of the font and/or logo in each snippet suggest to you about the paper it 
comes from, and add this to the page.

Pulling it all together
■ Make a list of any titles or types of newspaper which have been left out. Then try grouping them into 

categories to see how they differ from the national newspapers you’ve looked at so far.

■ If you were a martian who knew nothing about the British press, what sorts of comments might you 
make about our national newspapers and the people who read them?

1. Newspaper card games
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1. Newspaper card games

An extremely rough guide to British newspapers

Title Format/size Owner
Circulation (no. of 
copies sold per day)

Main readership Support in last 
(2005) election

For and against
Gender % m:f Age Social class

Tabloid Northern and Shell 835,937 52:48 male
70% 
over 45

Mainly middle-
class (mid-market)

62% ABC1
Conservative

Pro: US, Iraq war, family values, 
royalty, discipline 
Anti: Europe, Labour, youth, 
scroungers 

Tabloid
Daily Mail and General 
Trust

2,420,601 49:51 female
65% 
over 45

Mainly middle-
class (mid-market)

68% ABC1
Conservative

As above, but with more prestigious 
journalists and campaigns

Red-top tabloid Trinity Mirror 1,752,948 53:47 male
54% 
over 45

Working-class

60% C2DE
Labour

Pro: Fair play, equality, celebs 
Anti: snobbery, racism

Red-top tabloid Sport Newspapers N/A
N/A but 
overwhelmingly 
male

N/A N/A Not interested
Pro: Soft porn, sleaze, celebs 
Anti: News, as in politics, world 
events etc.

Red-top tabloid Northern and Shell 889,860 72:28 male
74% 
under 
45

Working-class

67% C2DE
Thinks they’re all 
mad

As above, but slightly more news 
and less nudity

Broadsheet Telegraph Group 912,319 54:46 male
74% 
over 45

Strongly middle 
and upper class

89% ABC1
Conservative

Supports private enterprise, 
tradition, British values

Broadsheet (pink) Pearson 410,306
N/A but 
predominantly 
male

Average 
age: 
52; 40% 
under 
45

Mostly AB
Supported Labour 
in last 2 elections

Supports private enterprise, 
industry, economic analysis

Berliner (Sept 2005) – 
long and thin (previously 
broadsheet)

Guardian Media Group 358,345 54:46 male
52% 
under 
45

Strongly middle-
class

94% ABC1

Labour, with 
reservations

Supports social reform, human 
rights, democracy, culture

Compact
Independent 
Newspapers

255,603 64:36 male
51% 
under 
45

Strongly middle-
class

85% ABC1

Lib Dem and 
Labour sympathies

Wide range of liberal campaigns, 
from cannabis to the environment

Red-top tabloid News International 3,343,486 57:43 male
61% 
under 
45

Working-class

62% C2DE
Labour – at the 
last minute!

Pro: Britain, sport, celebs, chavs, 
fun 
Anti: foreigners, snobs

Compact News International 698,043 60:40 male
56% 
over 45

Strongly middle 
and upper class

88% ABC1

Cautiously 
Conservative

Supports tradition, royalty, 
conservative values, private 
enterprise, housing and education
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1. Newspaper card games

An extremely rough guide to British newspapers

Title Format/size Owner
Circulation (no. of 
copies sold per day)

Main readership Support in last 
(2005) election

For and against
Gender % m:f Age Social class

Tabloid Northern and Shell 835,937 52:48 male
70% 
over 45

Mainly middle-
class (mid-market)

62% ABC1
Conservative

Pro: US, Iraq war, family values, 
royalty, discipline 
Anti: Europe, Labour, youth, 
scroungers 

Tabloid
Daily Mail and General 
Trust

2,420,601 49:51 female
65% 
over 45

Mainly middle-
class (mid-market)

68% ABC1
Conservative

As above, but with more prestigious 
journalists and campaigns

Red-top tabloid Trinity Mirror 1,752,948 53:47 male
54% 
over 45

Working-class

60% C2DE
Labour

Pro: Fair play, equality, celebs 
Anti: snobbery, racism

Red-top tabloid Sport Newspapers N/A
N/A but 
overwhelmingly 
male

N/A N/A Not interested
Pro: Soft porn, sleaze, celebs 
Anti: News, as in politics, world 
events etc.

Red-top tabloid Northern and Shell 889,860 72:28 male
74% 
under 
45

Working-class

67% C2DE
Thinks they’re all 
mad

As above, but slightly more news 
and less nudity

Broadsheet Telegraph Group 912,319 54:46 male
74% 
over 45

Strongly middle 
and upper class

89% ABC1
Conservative

Supports private enterprise, 
tradition, British values

Broadsheet (pink) Pearson 410,306
N/A but 
predominantly 
male

Average 
age: 
52; 40% 
under 
45

Mostly AB
Supported Labour 
in last 2 elections

Supports private enterprise, 
industry, economic analysis

Berliner (Sept 2005) – 
long and thin (previously 
broadsheet)

Guardian Media Group 358,345 54:46 male
52% 
under 
45

Strongly middle-
class

94% ABC1

Labour, with 
reservations

Supports social reform, human 
rights, democracy, culture

Compact
Independent 
Newspapers

255,603 64:36 male
51% 
under 
45

Strongly middle-
class

85% ABC1

Lib Dem and 
Labour sympathies

Wide range of liberal campaigns, 
from cannabis to the environment

Red-top tabloid News International 3,343,486 57:43 male
61% 
under 
45

Working-class

62% C2DE
Labour – at the 
last minute!

Pro: Britain, sport, celebs, chavs, 
fun 
Anti: foreigners, snobs

Compact News International 698,043 60:40 male
56% 
over 45

Strongly middle 
and upper class

88% ABC1

Cautiously 
Conservative

Supports tradition, royalty, 
conservative values, private 
enterprise, housing and education
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